Celebrity Couple News: Shawn
Mendes’ Mom Teases Camila
Cabello Dating Rumors

By
Katie Sotack
Camila Cabello and Shawn Mendes are burning up the summer
playlist with their new song “Senorita” and, according to
Mendes’ mom, Karen, the song’s not the only thing heating up.
UsMagazine.com reports Karen dropping hints of a celebrity
couple romance on Cabello’s Instagram post of the new
“Senorita” music video. In celebrity news, the comments of
pink heart and couple in love emojis sent fans spiraling with
rumors about the steamy screen partners. Cabello and Mendes
have been friends for years, however, and there’s no
confirmation about anything more from the two.

In celebrity couple news, rumors
are swirling that Shawn Mendes is
dating Camila Cabello. What are
some ways to keep rumors in check
when it comes to your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Once news of a relationship hits the rumor mill, it’ll keep
spinning out of control. While you’ll never eliminate gossip
there are a few steps you can take to diminish it’s power:
1. Present a strong front: Make sure you and your partner are
on the same page regarding your public relationship. Talk with
you partner about the ins and outs of PDA, social media, and
what can be said when. It’s a delicate balance of respecting
each other’s boundaries and standing united.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Barack & Michelle Obama Double
Date With George & Amal Clooney in Italy
2. Be honest: The strongest defense from rumors is
authenticity. When you’re coming from a genuine place it’s
much harder to misread the signals and twist your words into
rumors.
Related Link: Celebrity News: How Prince William and Duchess
Kate Bounced Back After Rumors He Had an Affair
3. Keep your relationship low-key: This may not be for
everyone. Even I’m not immune to a good Instagram post
celebrating inner aspects of my life. Yet the easiest way to
avoid rumors is to not be in the public eye. If you keep your
relationship in real life with people who know you, the rumors
will likely die out.

Have rumors hijacked your relationship? Share in the comments
below!

